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It is shown that for n = 1, 2, 3,..., 0 < I < 1, the Blaschke product z”(z - I)/( 1 - zf) 
restricted to the unit circle has Lebesgue measure theoretic entropy given by h = 
log${(n+ l)+ (n- 1) t2+ [(n+ l)‘-2(n’+ 1) t*+ (n- l)* t4]‘;*}. It is also shown 
that none of these maps are isomorphic as metric endomorphisms. ,!” 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc 
Several authors [ 1, 2,4, 6, 71 have investigated the ergodic properties of 
inner functions restricted to either the real line or the unit circle S*. In [4] 
a formula for the entropy of the restriction of a finite Blaschke with fixed 
point in the disk was given in terms of the fixed point and the zeros of the 
product. In this note we give a closed form for this entropy for a certain 
subclass of these maps. We also show that no two maps in this family are 
isomorphic as metric endomorphisms. 
Let n = 1, 2,..., and, 0 <I < 1 be given. We will be considering the maps 
f,,, defined on the closed unit disk D by 
and the maps z,,~ which are the restrictions offn,r to the boundary s’ of D. 
Aaronson [l] and Neuwirth [7] have shown that z,,~ is an exact 
endomorphism of the probability space (S’, (T) where c is normalized 
Lebesgue measure on the unit circle. 
PROPOSITION 1. The entropy of T,,! with respect to normalized Lebesgue 
measure is given by 
h(z,,,)=log~{(n+1)+(n-1)t2+[(n+1)2-2(nZ+1)t2+(n-1)2t4]‘~2}. 
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Proof: Using the results of [4], the entropy of r,,, is 
1 a =- s x 0 log@ + B cos x) dx - i 1; log (C + D cos x) dx, 
whereA=(n+l)+(n-1)t2;B=2nt,C=1+t2,andD=2t.Formula523 
of Peirce’s tables [5] is 
jn log(a f b cos x) dx = n log $(a + Jm), a 2 b 
0 
so the second integral above is zero and the first gives 
h(T,,,)=log~{(n+1)+(n-1)t2 
+ [(n-t 1)*-2(n*+ 1) t2+(n- 1)2 t4]‘j2} 
COROLLARY. For any real number r > 1, there is a finite Blaschke product 
whose entropy is log r. 
PROPOSITION 2. For any real number r 3 1, let ?5, = z,,, where n is the 
greatest integer in r and t is the fractional part of r. The dynamical systems 
(S ‘, e, r,) and ($5 ‘, (T, 7,) are isomorphic if and only if r = s. 
Proof. Let n > 1 be fixed and consider the function h defined on [0, 1) 
by 
h(t)=kj:log[(n+l)+(n-l)t2+2ntcosx]dx 
Let 0 < to < 1 be given. Since the integrand function is continuous for 
(x, t) E [0, rr] x [0, to] and it is differentiable in t, we have 
hQ)=q” 
2(n-l)t+2ncosx dx 
7L 0 (n+l)+(n-l)t2+2ntcosx ’ 
t E (0, to). 
Combining formulas 300 and 304 of Peirce’s tables [S] gives 
I 
a’ + b’ cos x 
a+bcosx 
dx = e + 2(a’b - ab’) tan _, Jn tan (x/2) 
b bJ= a+b 
for -rc < x < rc. Using this formula we have 
h’(t)=; l- 
[ 
(n+l)-(n-l)? 
1 [(n+l)*-2(n*+l)t*+(n-l)t4]“* ’ 
o<t<t,. 
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Since t,, was arbitrary in (0, l), this is valid for 0 < t < 1. Since 
[(n+1)2-2(?22+1) t*+(n-l)t4]“2=[((n+l)-(n-l)t*)*-4&]”2 
we have h’(t) < 0 for 0 < t < 1 and h is strictly decreasing. 
Since h(t) = MT,,,), TV,,,, and T~,,~ have the same entropy only if t, = t,. 
Thus they are isomorphic if and only if t, = t,. 
Let r > 1 be given, with r = n + t as in the hypothesis and let h(v) = h(z,). 
Suppose 1 6 r, < r2 with r, = ni + t,. If 11, = n2, the last paragraph shows 
that h(r,) # h(r,). If n, < n2, then 
h(r, 1 G lOg(n, + 1) 6 lOg(n,) < h(r,). 
Thus h(r,) = h(r,) implies r1 = r2, i.e., if (s’, 0, r,,) and (S’, CJ, r,,) have the 
same entropy, r, = r2. 
EXAMPLE (Petit [6]). For 0 6 t < 1 consider the mappings T, defined on 
R’- (0) to [w’ by 
Let F,(w) = (( 1 - t)/2) w - ((1 + t)/2)( l/w), for w in the upper half plane. 
Since F,(i) = i, (l/rr)(dx/( 1 + x2)) is a T,-invariant measure on 173’ and T, is 
an exact endomorphism with Bernoulli extension. Conjugation of IF, by the 
Cayley map i( 1 + z)/( 1 - z) gives f,(z) = z(z - t)/( 1 - tz) for 1 z ( < 1. Thus 
(R’, dx/rc(l +x2), T,) is isomorphic to (sj’, (T, r,,,) and 
h( T,) = log( 1 + v). 
Moreover T, and T, are isomorphic if and only if t = s. 
DEFINITION. 
(1 -Gjz) for 
Let Iu,]<l, j=l,2,...,n+l and f(z)=n;z,l(z-a,)/ 
IzJ d 1. Suppose further that z0 is a fixed point for f with 
1 z0 ) < 1. We say z0 is a fixed point of multiplicity n if 
II+1 ?I+1 
.n (z-uai)-zo n (1 -ajz)=K(z-z,)“(z-cc), 
where ( ~1) < ;-f, IS a constan:.= ’ 
Notice that’ since Q!Z/ (1 - $z) # 0, f(z) - z0 = 0 if and only if 
II+1 n+1 
n (z-u,)-zz, n (l-cTiz)=O 
j=l ,=I 
(a) 
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and since ( z0 IT,“=+: a,( < 1, the polynomial in (a) is of degree n + 1. Thus if 
,f has a fixed point of multiplicity n at zO, the only distinct solutions of 
f(z) = z0 are z0 and a. 
LEMMA. Iff(z)= n;_': (~-a~)/( 1 -tijz) h as a fixed point of multiplicity 
n at z0 E D then there is a conformal automorphism A of n onto D which 
sends S’ onto S’ such that 
when (u(=l,O<ttl. 
Proof Let A.,(z) = (z - zO)/( 1 - &z). Since f (zO) = zO, 
A;,+4,‘(0)=0 
and if we define F(z) =AZOofoAz;‘(z), then 
zyz - b) 
&)=fi l-bz 2 
where ) ii\ = 1. This follows from the Lemma in [4] since the n + 1 
solutions off(z) = z,, are z0 and a with z,, repeated n times. Thus A,(z,) = 0 
and A,(a) = b are the zeros of F(z), with 0 repeated n times. 
If one defines t = j b I and 0 = Arg b, then 
zyz - t) e-‘“qe’“z)=e’““&-- 
1 - tz 
to taking u = ernsii gives 
COROLLARY. Zf f (z) = n;_‘,’ (z - a,)/( 1 - Gjz) with 1 a, 1 < 1 has a fixed 
point of multiplicity n at ( z0 ( < 1 and z denotes the restriction off to S’, then 
where t=\A,,(a)l iff(a)=zO and afz, and t=O if there is no a#z, with 
f(a) = zO. (The entropy is with respect to the measure (( 1 - 1 z,l’)/ 
15-zo12)d4t) on s’.) 
COROLLARY. Let h(z) = n;r: (z - a;)/( 1 - a,:‘z) with (a;.( < 1, i = 1, 2 
have fixed points of multiplicity ni, at z, with ) z,] < 1. Let z, denote the 
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restriction uffi to S’. Zfnl #n, then (S’, ((1- lz,12)/15-z,j2) da(<), zl) is 
not isomorphic to (S’, ((l--~~~)~)/)~--z~(~)do(~),z~). If n,=n, but 
l4,h)l z I &,(a2)l w h ere ai#zi, and f(q) = z,i= 1,2, then the systems 
associated with 7, and z2 are not isomorphic. 
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